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Talk Outline
Presentations are of various types, and typically the content should decide the type of the 
presentation 

Using images, animations and videos are helpful in communication

Use of colour adds to the impact of certain keywords or phrases

Emphasize can be provided by changing fonts, and the font attributes like BOLD, Italic and 

Underlined

While displaying equations: use the math fonts to ensure correctness.Ex:

Try to use white background for the equatons to make them clear

Have those corrected from a friend who knows it
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This slide is a parody of a bad presentation. Start by reading this slide word for word, interspersed with “umms” and “uhs.” Keep hands in pockets, sit on a chair or lean 
against something, so as to appear especially unexcited and disrespectful. Occasionally, apologize for not having had enough time to prepare. Go until it seems clear that 
people have completely glazed over, or until they start giggling. Then, ask the audience, why this is such a bad presentation so far. Let a few answers come, and agree with 
them. If anyone says “boring” or after lots of responses are supplied, summarize it all with the following slide…
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something out of it to various degrees.]
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Everyone loves stories
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• Form a group of members sitting on 
your bench

• Give a name to your group

• Write the group name and the members 
name on the paper provided

• Write the topic you received
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the given topic!

This is an ideation stage, don’t be judgmental
Write ALL the words, phrases that come to your mind
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Think-Pair-Share Activity
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For example, what if we tried to remember certain words that can be spelled by these letters? [click] This makes it a lot easier! But, let’s not stop there. What if it was 
something even easier to remember? [click] Ta da! Some times, more striking possibilities are even more memorable. [click] In fact, after this talk, I’ll bet it will be a long 
while before you forget that “Microsoft Research India” is an anagram of “I sacrificed rat hormones.” Ask: What am I trying to suggest with this? Obviously, not that you 
should do anagrams of your talks. The key lesson here is that if you spend enough time, you’ll find organizing principles that are easy to remember. It takes hard thinking to 
come up with these, but it’s always worthwhile. It’s worth doing it at every level, whether at the talk level, at the slide level, or at the line level. Structure, structure, structure!
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something even easier to remember? [click] Ta da! Some times, more striking possibilities are even more memorable. [click] In fact, after this talk, I’ll bet it will be a long 
while before you forget that “Microsoft Research India” is an anagram of “I sacrificed rat hormones.” Ask: What am I trying to suggest with this? Obviously, not that you 
should do anagrams of your talks. The key lesson here is that if you spend enough time, you’ll find organizing principles that are easy to remember. It takes hard thinking to 
come up with these, but it’s always worthwhile. It’s worth doing it at every level, whether at the talk level, at the slide level, or at the line level. Structure, structure, structure!
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Example of chunking
Slot the brainstorming ideas into different 
bullets of the presentation outline 

• Introduction
• Problem Statement
• Related Work
• Proposed Solution
• Results / Proof / Analysis
• Future Work

19
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Spot the differences

Mindmap: Tony Buzan | Concept map: Wikipedia
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Concept maps
• Are commonly used to organize and represent tacit knowledge.

• Usually contain general concepts at the top of the map, with 
more specific concepts arrayed hierarchically below.

• Connector lines usually contains keywords or phrases that 
summarize the relationship between the topics they connect. 
Such as topic a “causes” topic B.

• Topics may be cross-linked with each other to depict more 
complex relationships between topics. Topics in mind maps may 
only have one parent; in a concept map, a topic may have multiple 
connector lines, each one representing a different relationship.

21
Definitions: Wikispages
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Mind maps
• Tend to be more flexible and personal than 

concept maps.

• Are used to slice and dice the map’s central 
topic or concept in multiple ways.

• May contain images and color, to make 
them more visually stimulating

• Topics may only have a single parent

22
Definitions: Wikispaces
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Mind mapping tools

• FreeMind - free mind mapping software

• XMind - free mind mapping software

• Think Buzan - free (limited)/paid (full)

23
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Assignment

• Continue on the same topic
• Create mind map
• Upload a .jpg file on Moodle

24
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For queries / comments:
s1000brains@iitb.ac.in

iamsameerss@gmail.com

For more information:
http://www.ssameers.wordpress.com
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